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Spices. Small additions to everyday meals with the potential to make the 
biggest difference. Today, mealtime is one of the few opportunities families 
have to come together and cherish each day’s small successes. With 
Tone’s®, each of these meals can be transformed into something even more 
meaningful—something big. 
 
This notion guided our campaign, which will entice busy mothers to reach for 
Tone’s® as they prepare their family’s meals. The campaign will use a warm 
and humorous tone to emphasize the opportunity mothers have to make 
mealtime a special occasion each and every day.
 
The Smallest Things campaign, produced by our team at Sidecar Creative, will 
use online and in-store integrated marketing elements to increase awareness 
of Tone’s® products within Sam’s Club. Specifically, the campaign will include 
an innovative free sample dispenser and a free sample rack inside of Sam’s 
Club, online banner ads and sponsored stories, a Pinterest page and public 
relations initiatives.
 
As a result of Tone’s® increased exposure inside of Sam’s Club, these 
elements will stimulate trial of Tone’s® products at home. After experimenting 
with the products, mothers will return to Sam’s Club to purchase full-size 
bottles of Tone’s® spices.
 
The Smallest Things campaign. A few small ideas brought together to make a 
huge impression. Don’t believe us? Read on.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY



Tone’s® has grown into one of America’s best-selling spice and seasoning brands, thanks to the 
company’s commitment to high quality freshness and flavor. Tones'® ingredients are sourced from 
regions around the world and are processed, packaged and distributed in Ankeny, Iowa. 

Tone’s® maintains a unique partnership with Sam’s Club. Sam’s Club is a division of Wal-Mart Stores 
Inc., and holds a club membership base of 47 million people. The club aims to provide simple solutions 
for businesses, families and consumers seeking quality products for everyday life. It is America’s eigth-
largest retailer with 621 stores, and is a leading membership warehouse club across the United States. 
Tone’s® has developed specialty sizes of its products specifically for this retail giant’s shelves. 

Although Tone’s® can be found in a variety of other retail outlets, the brand needs to increase sales 
inside of Sam’s Club. Capitalizing on this partnership with an advertising campaign will boost Tone’s® 
brand awareness and subsequently increase sales within Sam’s Club.

Opportunities Threats

Strengths Weaknesses
Tone’s® has developed a specific product size to fit 
the profile of Sam’s Club shoppers.

Sam’s Club is the 8th largest retailer in the U.S. 
with over 621 locations, leaving Tone’s® with a high 
level of national exposure inside every Sam’s Club 
location.

Sam’s Club maintains a focus on innovation and an 
integration of technology.

Sam’s Club offers a diverse product portfolio, and 
customers are drawn to the store for a wide variety 
of reasons.

Due to the small quantity of spice required per 
use, bulk shoppers are not likely to make frequent 
purchases.

Tone’s® has very low national brand recognition.

Consumers do not typically consider Sam’s Club a 
place to purchase spices.

A relatively limited variety of Tone’s® flavors and 
sizes are available at Sam’s Club.

There is a growing trend in cooking at home. 
In 2012, 61 percent of women made a meal for 
their family based off of their favorite dishes at a 
restaurant.

Sam’s Club plans to open 14 new stores in 
2014, providing a new pool of potential Tone’s® 
customers.

Consumers are experimenting with international 
flavors, and are paying attention to the health 
benefits associated with spices.

With an increase in social media outlets and 
cooking blogs, recipe ideas are abundant.

Consumers can purchase small containers of 
spices at numerous convenient locations.

There is a large number of competitors in the spices 
and seasonings industry.

Spices and seasonings are available at locations 
that do not require a club membership.

The growth of "buy fresh, buy local" initiatives 
effect consumer purchasing habits and perceptions 
of retail giants like Sam's Club. 
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CLIENT ANALYSIS
Tone’s® at Sam’s Club



There is aggressive competition 
for consumer attention
in the spices and 
seasonings category. 
Consumers are 
minimally invested in 
the selection of low-
involvement goods. The 
brands at top-of-mind are 
most likely to be selected at 
the point of purchase. The graph 
below outlines the overall market share 
of Tones'® top competitors.

Tone’s® is at 
an advantage in 

Sam’s Club. Their in-store 
presence dominates, with products 

displayed at eye-level throughout the 
spice aisle. Tone’s® has great 

potential to increase both 
sales and share within 

Sam’s Club.

Tone’s® currently 
holds a 2.5 percent
 market share, and a 
slightly lower share in 

overall volume.

McCormick is the leader in the spices and seasonings category. This brand is widely recognized due to 
its large variety of products. McCormick offers a limited variety inside of Sam’s Club (Grill Mates, poultry 
gravy mix, lemon extract and vanilla extract), but its strong brand recognition draws consumers to 
purchase its products at various retail outlets nationwide.

McCormick

Lawry’s®
Lawry’s® primarily produces grill seasonings and marinades for meat products. The original Lawry’s® 
blend and Lawry’s® garlic salt are offered at Sam’s Club. Thanks to the company’s strong brand 
recognition, their larger size offering at Sam’s Club serves as strong competition for Tone’s®. 

Mrs. Dash®
The Mrs. Dash® brand is strengthened by its promise of salt-free, all natural products. In an 
increasingly health-conscious society, consumers are enticed by this benefit. Their larger size offered at 
Sam’s Club serves as strong competition for Tone’s®.

Store Brands
Store brands serve as major competitors due to their convenience. The consumer decision-making 
process for spices occurs quickly, and almost exclusively in the spice aisle. Spices and seasonings are 
often perceived to be identical, regardless of packaging. Consequently, consumers often select the 
cheaper, more familiar option.

23.7%

13.9%
13.9%

9.2%

50.7%
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COMPETITION
Overview



Summary
Sidecar conducted primary and secondary research to gain insight on Sam’s Club consumers. The 
goal was to find the greatest opportunity to increase Tones'® market share. We examined different 
segments of consumers who purchase spices at Sam’s Club, versus those who do not purchase 
spices at Sam’s Club.
 
Sidecar determined that families held the best potential for Tone’s®.The definition of family was 
based on MRI data for Sam’s Club consumers. Additional primary and secondary research refined 
the segment through lifestyle and behavioral distinctions that occur at various stages of the family 
life-cycle. 

Sidecar then conducted depth-interviews to understand the attitudes, feelings and motives of 
the target segment. Open-ended questions allowed respondents to comfortably detail their 
perceptions of Sam’s Club, awareness of Tone’s® and other lifestyle traits. 

To observe Sam’s Club shoppers' natural interactions with spices, Sidecar performed in-store 
observation. These primary research results provided themes applicable to a wider audience of 
spice consumers, as determined by MRI data. 

Finally, Sidecar collected secondary research on Sam’s Club locations in conjunction with regional 
Tone’s® usage, and determined the campaign should focus on the Midwest. 

Determine the Sam's Club 
consumer segment with 
the greatest opportunity for 
growth.

Determine the specific 
target audience based on 
demographic characteristics. 

Observe consumers’ 
interactions with Tone’s® and 
competitive brands offered at 
Sam’s Club.

Identify consumers’ domestic 
characteristics, cooking 
attributes and perceptions of 
Tone’s® and Sam’s Club.
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RESEARCH
Objectives



Sam's Club Spice Revenue

$163M in revenue 
from spices $273M opportunity in revenue 

from non-spice purchasersvs.

Don’t purchase 
spices at Sam’s Club

Do purchase 
spices at Sam’s Club 

Population Size 

% of Spice Volume 

Income 

Children 

Location 

Age 

Population Size

% of Spice Volume 

Income 

Children 

Location 

Age 

3.7 Million

23%

Middle Wealthy 

School-Age 

Suburbs & Towns

25 - 48 

1.2 Million
 

16%

Middle Wealthy 

School-Age

Suburbs & Towns

47 - 76

Families with Sam’s Club Memberships

Our campaign defines the Sam's Club family as 
upper-class, married adults with multiple children. 
At least one parent is a white collar worker and the 
families are primarily white or black.

The largest opportunity for Tone's® among current 
and potential shoppers at Sam's Club is families. 

The definition 
of family was 

determined by MRI 
data for Sam’s Club 

consumers.

Defining the Sam’s Club Family
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INSIGHTS



[ A key opportunity for Tone’s® lies in engaging mothers, ages 25-48, and encouraging 
them to purchase spices at Sam’s Club. As they mature and become more experienced 
mothers, they will become accustomed to buying spices at Sam’s Club. 

Depth Interviews 

• Search online for recipes to make for   
their families 

• Do not recognize the Tone’s® brand 
• Began accumulating spices after marriage 
• Cook to feed their families
• Prepare meals centered around meat

Purchasing
Priorities

1. Product Quality
2. Brand Name

3. Price

Purchasing
Priorities

Sam’s Club shoppers were interviewed to gain a deeper understanding of the campaign’s 
target audience. Their feedback regarding cooking preferences, behavioral traits and 
shopping habits offered additional insight on their decision-making process.

Maureen is a 42 year-old white, 
married woman with three 
children between the ages of 
11 and 15. Her and her family 
live in Minnesota. Both her and 
her husband are white-collar 
workers, with a household 
income of over $100,000.Ex

am
pl

e O
ne Lyndsey is a 29 year-old white, married 

woman. Her and her husband do not 
currently have children, but plan to in the 
future. She currently lives in Arizona, but 
previously lived in Minnesota. Lyndsey 
and her husband are white-collar workers 
and have a household income between 
$75,000 and $100,000. 

Similarities
• Enjoy experimenting with spices and 

seasonings 
• Desire healthy food and ingredients
• Grill frequently 
• Share cooking responsibilities between 

husband and wife

[

Bridging the Age Gap     

1. Price
2. Product Quality 

3. Brand Name

Ex
am

pl
e T

w
o
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INSIGHTS



Consumers follow the flow of the store, making their way 
around the perimeter and entering aisles of interest.

Tone’s® dominates the spice aisle at Sam’s Club, but 
consumers still spend time observing the various options. 
Rarely did visitors make an immediate decision. Many went as 
far as to pick up the products and examine them closer.

The spice aisle was frequently skipped, and the end cap was almost always 
ignored. Of those who did visit the aisle, mother/daughter pairs and families 
were the most common visitors.

Target Region: The Midwest 

Midwest: 12 states, 169 stores
Illinois (31), Indiana (16), Iowa (8), 
Kansas (8), Michigan (26), Minnesota (13), 
Missouri (17), Nebraska (4), North Dakota (3), 
Ohio (29), South Dakota (2), Wisconsin (12)

[
Secondary research provided information on the regional concentration of Tone’s® consumers 
and Sam’s Club locations in the United States. With 169 stores, Sam’s Club’s strong presence 
in the Midwest—combined with a high concentration of Tone’s® consumers—makes this area 
an ideal target for increasing brand awareness. This campaign will serve as a pilot campaign, 
guiding a future national launch. 

By the Numbers  
47M 55% 27% 15%

1 MILLION

Sam’s Club 
Members

Female 
Shoppers

Reside in 
the Midwest

32 to 48 
Year-Olds

Target Audience Members

www
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INSIGHTS
Observations



For mothers between the ages of 32 and 48, family mealtime is an essential part of 
everyday life. However, at various ages and stages within this group, different lifestyle 
characteristics and behaviors emerge. In order to effectively reach the desired age 
demographic, three key consumer profiles that The Smallest Things campaign will engage 
are identified below.

New 
Mothers

Maturing 
Mothers

Experienced
Mothers

Evanston, IL
Susan

Susan is a 32 year-old white woman living in Evanston, Illinois. 
She just returned to work after her son’s first birthday. Susan and 
her husband work hard to maintain a comfortable lifestyle, earning 
a combined salary of $95,000. She understands the importance of 
providing her child with a healthy meal, and her husband’s desire 
for something flavorful. Susan's husband gets home from work 
in time to help cook, and the two enjoy their time together in the 
kitchen. Experimenting with new recipes is something they have 
enjoyed since they met in college.
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TARGET AUDIENCE
Segmentation



Jane is a 36 year-old black woman residing in Maple Grove, 
Minnesota. She works full-time, and cooks to feed her
on-the-go family of four. Her husband and two children live 
comfortably off of a combined salary of $110,000. Jane aims 
to cook a well-balanced meal, basing dinner around some type 
of meat. Her husband does most of the grilling, and likes to try 
new spices and seasonings. Jane likes to cook from scratch, 
but doesn’t always have the time. The two make a good team in 
the kitchen, and enjoy reconnecting after long, hectic days. Jane 
prides herself on being a trendy mom, and constantly looks for 
new recipes on Pinterest.

Jane
Maple Grove, MN

Katrina
Cincinnati, 

Katrina is a 48 year-old white woman living in Cincinnati, Ohio. 
She is a stay-at-home mom, and takes time to prepare the family’s 
meal throughout the day. Katrina strives to provide her family with 
healthy meals, preparing mainly chicken and fish-based dishes. 
Her husband earns a salary of $130,000, providing a high standard 
of living for the three children. Katrina looks for new recipes on 
Pinterest to add some variety to her food preparation. Evening 
mealtime serves as a chance for the family to spend quality time 
together and share stories from their day.
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TARGET AUDIENCE 



The 
campaign
will build 
awareness 
for Tone’s®... in women, ages 

32 to 48. The 
Smallest Things 

campaign centers 
around the idea 

that the little things 
in life make the 

biggest 
difference. 

It will emphasize 
that a small 

amount of Tone’s® 
can transform an 
everyday meal. 

The mood will be 
warm and 
humorous.
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CREATIVE STRATEGY



Family mealtime matters to on-the-go moms. As a small break 
from a sometimes overwhelming schedule, preparing food for 
loved ones is something small that goes a long way. The Smallest 
Things campaign will connect the nuance of mealtime to the 
nuance of adding a little something extra—Tone’s® spices—to 
everyday homemade dishes. 

The Smallest Things campaign will establish a personality for 
Tone’s® spices by creating a voice that relates to those special 
“mother” moments in the kitchen with a light-hearted and spirited 
tone.  A, “Mom, you’re the greatest” moment, the struggles of a 
picky eater, or adding a little love to each and every meal—these 
are the little things that make mealtime special.

This campaign will include the following advertising elements: 
in-store promotions, an online presence, and public relations 
tactics. 

When a mother’s busy life 
becomes too hectic, the smallest 
things make the biggest difference. {
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Justification 
Frozen foods are among the most commonly 
sought and purchased products at Sam’s Club. 
Placing Tone’s® spices near complementary 
products will guide Tone’s® into the homes of 
the target consumer and entice them purchase 
full containers in the future. 

Objective
In-store promotions aim to increase overall brand awareness and stimulate trial among 
15 percent of the target audience over the course of three months.

Description
Small shelves will be placed on the freezer doors 
in the frozen food section at Sam's Club. They 
will be stocked with sample packets of Tone’s® 
spices. These point-of-purchase displays 
should be located near frozen foods that could 
be enhanced with additional flavors, including 
unseasoned meats and vegetables.

FREE SAMPLE RACK

A strategically placed 
giveaway of Tone’s® spices near 
complimentary products{

[

Pepper

GROUND

Pepper

GROUND

Pepper

GROUND

Pepper

GROUND

Pepper

GROUND

Pepper

GROUND

Pepper

GROUND

Pepper

GROUND

Pepper

GROUND

Pepper

GROUND

free samples
�e Small�t �ings Make the Bigg�t Di�erence

“Take a little,
t�te a lot!”
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Back of Sample Packet  

Sprinkle some cayenne pepper on your 
meats and vegetables and you’ll feel the 

praise you’ve been waiting for.

your cooking

Deserves 
a

�e Small�t �ings Make the Bigg�t Di�erence 

Pepper
Cayenne

GROUND
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IN-STORE
Front of Sample Packet



Description
Freeosk™ is an innovative sample 
dispenser system with touchscreen 
capabilities. Tone’s® will place their 
products in these dispensers in the top 
100 Midwest Sam’s Club locations based 
on foot traffic. Freeosk™ machines 
will be located at the end of an aisle, 
naturally drawing consumers’ attention. 
The touchscreen will feature an animation 
with the campaign slogan, “The Smallest 
Things Make the Biggest Difference,” 
and a prompt encouraging shoppers 
to discover their “spice personality.” 
Shoppers can take a short, five question 
quiz to find their “spice personality” or 
can opt to skip the quiz entirely. After 
they have either skipped or taken the 
quiz, shoppers can swipe their Sam’s 
Club card to receive a free sample of 
Tone’s® spices. 

An automated 
sampling kiosk and 
marketing platform{

Justification 
Due to the low-involvement nature of spices, it is important to catch consumers’ 
attention at the point of purchase. The Freeosk™ dispenser provides a new and 
fun way to go about trying spices. Additionally, it will place Tone’s® in the homes of 
consumers, enticing them to purchase full-size bottles in the future. 

freeosk™
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IN-STORE

Pick a vegetable.
• Tomato
• Carrot
• Spinach
• Potato
• Potato

Do you have kids?
• No
• Yes, 1-2
• Yes, 3-5
• Yes, 6+

Pick an entrée.
• Steak
• Pasta
• Chicken
• Salad

Pick a place to visit.
• Europe
• Asia
• South America
• It doesn’t matter as long as 

it’s warm

Pick a date night activity.
• Dinner at a nice 

restaurant
• Go see a movie
• Something outdoors
• Stay at home and relax

You enjoy the sweeter things 
in life, and like to share your 
sweetness with your friends 
and family. Those closest to you 
tell you you’re great at almost 
everything you do. However, you 
refuse be the center of attention. 
It’s your subtlety that everyone 
enjoys.

For a delicious Ground 
Cinnamon recipe, visit Tone’s® 
on Pinterest. 



Objective 
Online promotions aim to increase brand awareness among the target audience by four 
percent within the next 12 months. 

73% Women
Median Age of  45.5

Median HHI of 
$81,700

3 million average 
monthly page views

Midwest Living is a leading lifestyle 
publication targeted at Midwestern 
women. It features information on 
travel, food, home and gardening. The 
publication's website has over three 
million average monthly page views, 
and 32 percent of their editorial section 
is specifically related to food. Midwest 
Living has a large social following with 
over 1,000,000 Facebook followers and 
115,000 Pinterest followers.

Taste of Home is an exclusively 
food-focused publication. 
Seventy-four percent of readers 
surveyed rely on Taste of Home 
“all the time” or “frequently” as 
one of the first places they turn 
to for recipes and cooking tips. 
Like our target consumer, Taste 
of Home readers are socially-
oriented. Ninety-five percent 
share a new food product, brand 
or recipe with friends, family or 
colleagues when they discover it.

and

75% Women
Median Age of 44

Median HHI of 
$78,000

11 million monthly 
unique visitors

[
Selected media
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Justification
Mothers in the target audience search for recipes online. It is 
important to build the brand’s presence on this media, particularly 
on reputable cooking sites. Banner ads will feature compelling 
text centered around the campaign theme and include a link to 
the Tone’s® Pinterest page. Members of the target audience are 
familiar with Pinterest, and will consequently view the ad as a 
resource for cooking needs.

Description
Banner ads will be placed 
on the websites of Midwest 
Living and Taste of Home. 
These ads will be located on 
the sidebar of the page and 
will link to Tones'® Pinterest 
page. 

banner ads

Description
Tone’s® will sponsor stories on the websites of Midwest Living and Taste of Home. These stories will 
feature topics related to Tone’s®, including food and cooking. As a reader views the article, they will 
have the opportunity to “pin” it to their personal Pinterest boards. While the article will be branded 
under the digital publication’s format, and appear as such on Pinterest, any consumer who arrives at 
the article will be exposed to the Tone’s® sponsorship as indicated by an icon at the top of the page.

Justification
By sponsoring stories 
on Midwest Living and 
Taste of Home, Tone’s® 
will gain traction as 
a brand. The target 
audience is already 
visiting these websites, 
making Tones'® 
exposure incredibly 
valuable.

sponsored stories

[Please find banner ads on the next page.]
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Description
Tone’s® will develop a Pinterest page featuring boards with recipes 
from the current Tone’s® website, as well as other complimentary 
content. Categories will include Appetizers, Entrees, Entertaining, 
Desserts, Sauces/Condiments, Side Dishes, Salads, Soups, 
Beverages and "In the Community," which will highlight the 
proposed public relations initiatives.

Justification
Members of the target audience are increasingly tech-savvy and familiar with 
Pinterest. While Tone’s® currently has recipes on its website, consumers are likely 
to engage with a banner ad that links back to a website they trust. Research shows 
that Pinterest is naturally where the target audience is seeking information on 
cooking. The development of a Tone’s® presence on Pinterest is necessary to add 
credibility to the Tone’s® brand.

pinterest
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OnLine



Description
A tremendous opportunity to build 
Tone’s® brand recognition lies 
in public relations. Tone’s® will 
partner with food shelves to create a 
canned food (or spice) drive for the 
community. The drive will take place 
outside of Sam’s Club on Sunday 
afternoons, and will be put on by 
Tone’s® employees. A larger-than-
life sized cardboard cut out of a 
Tone’s® bottle will catch consumer's 
attention as they enter the store. The 
employees in attendance will share 
information on the campaign with 
shoppers and encourage them to 
purchase items inside Sam's and 
"share a little love" on their way out. 
Tone’s® will match the community's 
total donation, providing an incentive 
to donate and a compelling media 
angle. 

Justification
Public relations is an extremely powerful tool for companies to enhance their public perception. According 
to Feeding America, 80 percent of Americans are likely to switch brands of equal price and quality if the 
company supports a cause. Eighty percent of consumers have a more positive image of a product or 
company when it supports a cause they care about. By displaying an alliance with local food shelves, 
Tone’s® will demonstrate a commitment to their consumers' communities and encourage purchases of 
their products.

Objective 
Public relations initiatives aim to raise awareness of the Tone’s® brand and engage three 
percent of the target audience within the next 12 months. [

GROUND

Pepper

GROUND

Pepper
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IN
-S

TO
R

E

To evaluate the effectiveness of the 
proposed public relations events, Tone’s® 
will monitor media mentions in traditional 
and online outlets. These features will be 
presented by credible media sources, 
leaving an even greater impact than simply 
using advertisements. Each feature’s value 
will be calculated using advertising value 
equivalency (AVE) measurement. AVE is 
calculated by determining the value of a 
same-size advertisement and doubling 
its cost. To calculate impressions, add 
circulation statistics of all outlets.

The effectiveness of this campaign will also 
be measured by monitoring the shoppers 
who participate in the drive. Tone’s® can 
consider this strategy successful if 38,500 
people participate (three percent of the 
target audience). 

Purchasing sponsored posts and banner 
ads using the CPM method will allow 
Tone’s® to easily monitor and evaluate 
reach and impressions generated online. 
Tone’s® will also measure the impact 
of the Pinterest posts using Pinterest 
For Business tools. Female Pinterest 
users have an average of 67 followers, 
meaning one post reaches many more 
viewers than the individual pinner. This 
campaign will generate awareness for 
Tone’s® by engaging an estimated five 
percent of the entire target audience on 
Pinterest. 

Tone’s® must check the number of samples 
taken from the Freeosk™ and the frozen 
food display to monitor and evaluate the 
effectiveness of in-store promotions, relative 
to the number of total Sam’s Club visitors.

ONE
IMPRESSION

PER SHOPPER
PER VISIT

68
IMPRESSIONS

PER PIN

ONLINEPUBLIC RELATIONS

350
DONORS

PER STORE
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Sidecar creative was founded in 2014, with a purpose of making big ideas become reality. Our 
stop-at-nothing attitude toward invigorating brand identity guides everything we do. and some caffeine. 
The truth is, when a world-class creative department, no-nonsense strategists and a 
research group that would make anyone’s mother proud come together, big things happen. 

SIDECAR CREATIVE

SOURCES

Sarah
Murray

Sarah Murray is the 
account executive 
for Sidecar 
creative. We like 
to refer to her as 
the big girl on 
campus, because 
she has to keep all 
of us in line from 
time to time. Sarah 
enjoys a quality 
cup of coffee when 
she’s not cranking 
out emails to the 
rest of the crew. 
But she’s still fun. 
allegedly.

Sean
Hall

Sean Hall is the 
senior art director 
at Sidecar. He 
knows indesign 
and Photoshop 
better than most 
people know 
themselves. Sean 
spends his time 
away from his 
Mac lifting absurd 
amounts of weight 
to the tune of Led 
Zeppelin or The 
Stones. don’t let 
his massive guns 
fool you, though. 
He still drives a 
moped to work.

Nate
Paulson

Nate Paulson is the 
senior copywriter 
for Sidecar 
creative. He is a 
master wordsmith, 
and isn’t ashamed 
to admit that he’s 
closer with his 
thesaurus than 
his girlfriend. 
When he’s not 
brainstorming 
taglines for your 
company, Nate is 
either out for a run 
or watching sports. 
it’s really a 50/50 
shot.

Alyssa
Marschner

alyssa Marschner 
is Sidecar’s 
lead, primary 
and secondary 
researcher, as well 
as the unofficial 
keeper of the 
team's sanity. if 
you’re looking for 
detailed insights 
into your industry’s 
future, alyssa 
is your girl. She 
can also mop the 
basketball floor 
with anyone in the 
agency. and that 
includes the guys.

Jordan
Gronewold

Jordan Gronewold 
is the lead 
strategist at 
Sidecar creative. 
She is the 
foundation for 
every Sidecar 
project, as she 
lays out the path 
for our creatives to 
work on. Jordan is 
an all-star softball 
player, and has a 
cannon attached to 
her right shoulder. 
if you think you 
can connect on 
her heater, you’re 
coo-coo for cocoa 
Puffs.

Maria
Opatz

Maria Opatz 
is the head of 
media planning 
for Sidecar. She 
coordinates the 
placement of our 
aforementioned big 
ideas to maximize 
the reach of your 
company’s brand 
messages. Maria 
is what some 
would call a master 
chef. She still 
hasn’t brought us 
cookies, though. 
Not even once.

Our Team is Small. Our Ideas Aren't.

datafeed.kantarretailiq.com
imagesource.com
samsclub.com
tones.com
midwestliving.com
tasteofhome.com
thefreeosk.com

press.allrecipes.com
restaurant.org
health.usnews.com
cbsnews.com
pinterest.com
mriplus.com
feedingamerica.org



Make the

Difference
Biggest

CREATIVE
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